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Unit 03, Class 04

The New War
Purpose: How has total war 
impacted technology and 
life at home?worldHistory20

13
-2
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4

Part One: Homework - Technologies
After reading the assigned sections, complete the tasks that follow.
 The Western Front, pp. 685, 687
 A Global Conflict, pp. 688-689
 You Are There....  p. 686
 Total War, pp. 690-691

1. Choose two technologies that created new weapons of war.  Print a picture of the new weapon and 
describe how it may have changed war.

How may this technology change the nature of war?                     How may this technology change the nature of war?

Weapon #1 Weapon #2

place picture here place picture here
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2. After reading the section in the textbook, Total War, examine these pictures.  What statement may be made about the 
impact of war on life at home?

3. Read the internet page, Dogs in World War One.  Write a two sentence summary.
http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/dogs_in_world_war_one.htm

School in a Wine Cellar, Rhiems, France
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Part Two: Technologies at War
Homework Share
In groups of three, refer to your homework and complete this chart.

Technologies in World War, Part One
List the technologies you have in your homework.

How did these technologies change war?

Add to you list of technologies after consulting with another group.

In the larger group, share the answer in the second box above.  Choose one to share with class.
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Part Three: War at Home
Section A: Women Fighting at Home
Women in the lower classes have often worked outside the home.  The jobs held in 1900 were consid-
ered more “suitable” for women.  Examine thee two pictures.  How has the perception of women and 
the jobs for women in society changed during the war?

Describe how the role of women in society has changed according to the video excerpt.

Working Women in 1900

Working Women during WWI
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Section B: Propaganda in WWI
Central Powers

What are the main ideas in these posters?  What ideas are they intended to convey?  Might these posters 
change peoples’ minds?
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Allied Powers

What are the main ideas in these posters?  
What ideas are they intended to convey?  
Might these posters change peoples’ minds?

Are the posters of the Central Powers and the 
Allied Powers similar or different? Explain.


